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Abstract
Social network analysis is a popular discipline
among the social and behavioural sciences, in which
the relationships between different social entities
are modelled as a network. One of the most
popular problems in social network analysis is finding
communities in its network structure. Usually,
a community in a social network is a functional
sub-partition of the graph. However, as the definition
of community is somewhat imprecise, many algorithms
have been proposed to solve this task, each of them
focusing on different social characteristics of the actors
and the communities. In this work we propose to
use novel combinations of affinity functions, which are
designed to capture different social mechanics in the
network interactions. We use them to extend already
existing community detection algorithms in order to
combine the capacity of the affinity functions to model
different social interactions than those exploited by the
original algorithms.
1. Introduction
Social network analysis has become an important
part of many disciplines such as physics [1], public
health and administration [2, 3], and biology [4].
The idea behind studying complex systems using this
technique is that the elements composing such systems
are part of multi-lateral interactions and processes,
which affect deeply the system and each of its
composing individuals. Many problems in computer
science have been tackled using social network analysis
[5]. This is the case of information propagation [6],
leader detection [7], recommendation systems [8, 9] and
decision making [10, 11]. One of the most popular
problems of this kind is community detection.
A community in a social network is a group of nodes
that present a significant interaction among them, and
much less with the rest of the network. Community
detection has been used to identify groups of friends
[12], a protein complex [13], and to discover routing
strategies [14]. Many algorithms have been proposed
to solve community detection, a great deal of them
using the concept of modularity to measure how good
are the sub-partitions detected [15]. The most popular
community detection algorithm is the Lovaine algorithm
[16], which uses changes in modularity to obtain the
optimal partition. Other popular algorithms that use the
idea of modularity are the proposal in [15], which is a
greedy algorithm designed to quickly reach a solution,
and the proposal in [17], in which the authors propose
to iteratively eliminate edges in a network using the idea
of edge betweenness. Further approaches include using
deep learning to generate an embedding of the graph
and a reconstructed adjacency matrix in order to obtain
a representation where the community structure can be
seen clearly [18]; spreading the labels in the network as
if it was an epidemic [19]; or using an equation, called
the map equation, to model the information flows of the
network [20].
Another proposal that does not include a modularity
optimization process is [21], in which the authors
propose to use a new kind of functions, the affinity
functions, that model the local interactions between
actors according to different social behaviours. They do
so in order to propose a community detection algorithm,
the Borgia Clustering, that simulates the dynamics
of the conquests of Cesare Borgia in the Italian
Renaissance. However, the possibilities of using affinity
functions with other community detection algorithms
were not studied. This possibility is of spatial relevance
because affinity functions could improve the network
features that some community detection algorithms
exploit. In fact, some algorithms compute different
representations of the network using computationally
expensive processes, like a convolution [18]. Affinity
functions could work in a similar way in those algorithm
that do not compute other representations for the
original network. Besides, although some combination
of affinity functions were proposed in [21], some
mathematical properties of this combination could be





relaxed in order to explore further results.
Taking these considerations into account, in this
work we aim to:
1. Extend the convex combination of affinity
functions to a more general expression.
2. Explore the possibilities of using affinity
functions with community detection algorithms
other than the Borgia Clustering.
In order to achieve our aims, we use different
combinations of affinity functions without restricting
them to be convex combinations, and then we study
these combinations with three of the most popular
modularity-based community detection algorithms:
the Lovaine algorithm [16], the Greedy modularity
algorithm [15] and Girvan-Newman algorithm the [17],
and compare the results with the Borgia Clustering
algorithm.
The rest of the work follows this structure: in
Section 2 we describe the affinity functions used
and how we combine them, and we also discuss
the community detection algorithms used in our
experimentation. In Section 3 we discuss the datasets
used in our experimentation and the results obtained.
Finally, in Section 4 we draw our conclusions for this
work and the future lines for our research.
2. Methods
In this section we recall the notion of affinity
function, the functions studied and the algorithms tested
to perform community detection.
2.1. Affinity functions
Affinity functions were proposed in [21] to measure
the strength of the relationship between a pair of actors
in a social network by capturing the nature of their local
interactions. They are defined as functions that take as
input two different actors, x and y, and return a number
in the [0, 1] interval:
FC : (x, y)→ [0, 1]
where C is the adjacency matrix whose each entry
C(x, y) quantifies the relationship for the pair of actors
x, y in a weighted network. The affinity value will
be higher or lower depending on which aspect of the
relationship we are taking into account, like the number
of friends in common or the relative strength of the
interaction between x and y. Some affinity functions
are:
• Best friend affinity: it measures the importance of
a relationship with an actor y for the actor x, in
relation to all the other relationships of x:




• Best common friend affinity: it measures the
importance of the relationship taking into account
how important are the common connections
between the connected nodes to x and y, in
relation to all other relationships of x in the
network:
FBCFC (x, y) =
maxa∈V {min{C(x, a), C(y, a)}}∑
a∈V C(x, a)
(2)
• Machiavelli affinity: it computes how affine two
actors x and y are based on how similar is the
social structure that surrounds them:
FMachC (x, y) = 1−





z∈Z D(z), where Z is the set of
actors where C(a, z) > 0,∀z ∈ Z, and D(z) is
the centrality degree of z.
Regarding the interpretation of the affinity value
obtained, a 0 value means that no affinity has been
found at all while an 1 value means that there is a
perfect match according to the analyzed factors Since
affinities are not necessarily symmetrical, the strength of
this interaction depends on who the sender and receiver
are, as it happens in human interactions. We denote a
network resulting from calculating all its edges with an
affinity function an “affinity network”.
There are two different kinds of affinity functions:
personal and structural affinities. Personal affinities
are computed using the edges of the x, y actors, while
the structural affinities use different centrality measures
of these actors. Two examples of personal affinity
functions are the best friend and best common friend
affinities. The Machiavelli affinity is an example of a
structural affinity.
Depending on the affinity function computed, the
resulting affinity network will have different structural
properties. For example, for the case of the ratio
of connections in the network with the respect to
all the potential ones (commonly called density): the
Machiavelli affinity will result in a network with density
equal to 1; the best friend affinity will preserve the
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same density as in the adjacency network; and the best
common friend affinity tends to increase the density with
respect to the adjacency network.
More affinity functions and further details about
them can be found in [21].
2.2. Combinations of affinity functions
The convex combination of two affinity functions is
also an affinity function. This proof is straightforward:
the result of an affinity function is a number in the [0, 1]
interval. The convex combination of two numbers in the
[0, 1] interval is another number in the same interval. So
the operation that computes the convex combination of
two affinity functions is also a valid affinity function.
However, some combinations of affinity functions
that are not convex are also affinity functions. As
long as we guarantee that the output is inside the
[0, 1] interval, the resulting value is a valid affinity
function. We are interested in these expressions because
some affinity functions tend to have a higher average
value than others. Combining affinity functions can be
problematic because the values of one of the functions
can be irrelevant compared to the other in most cases.
One possible solution to this problem is to extremely
skew the value of the α to favour the irrelevant affinity.
However, this solution presents two problems:
• This solution results not only in decreasing one
affinity, it also increases the other, which is not
an indented behaviour. Also, finding the proper
equilibrium between the mixing parameters can
require an expensive fine-tuning.
• The interpretability of this solution is
counter-intuitive. If one of the mixing parameters
is much higher than the other, we can interpret
that one affinity function is much important than
the other in our analysis. However, this would not
be the case, as we did not increase on purpose that
parameter, we only tried to decrease the average
value of the other affinity function.
Using a non-convex combination, might solve both
of these problems. By simply reducing one mixing
parameter without affecting the other, we are able to
scale both affinity functions to an appropriate average
value without performing an expensive fine-tuning or
affecting the interpretability of the combination.
To do so, we start by substituting the expression of a
convex combination of two affinity functions:
FCCC = αF
BF
C (x, y) + (1− α)FBCFC (x, y) (4)
with α ∈ [0, 1], for the linear combination:
FLCC = αF
BF
C (x, y) + βF
BCF
C (x, y) (5)
with α, β ∈ [0, 1].
However Eq. (4) might not be always an affinity
function, so we establish the constraint that:
α+ β <= 1 (6)
Of course, if α + β = 0, then we obtain a matrix of
zeros as result. Although that result it is technically a
valid affinity function, we also add another constraint:
α+ β > 0 (7)
In this way, if α + β = 1 we recover a convex
combination, and if not, we are obtaining a value lesser
than the one obtained using a convex combination, so it
will never be above 1. We denote the expression Eq. (5),
as long as it holds Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), a less than-convex
combination.
It is straightforward that the less than-convex
combination of two affinity functions is another valid
affinity function, because it will always be lower than
the convex combination of affinity functions (which is a
valid affinity function), and always bigger than 0.
2.3. Community detection algorithms
For our experimentation we have studied three
very popular community detection algorithms based on
different modularity optimization processes:
• Lovaine community detection algorithm [16]:
this method optimizes the modularity of the
community structure found as the algorithm
progresses. The algorithm is divided in two
phases: (1) First, small communities are found
by optimizing modularity locally on each node.
We do so by computing the changes in modularity
when each node i is joined in the same community
as each of their neighbours, and choosing the
biggest positive change in modularity for each
node. We do so for each node until no positive
change in modularity is possible. (2) Then, each
of these communities is grouped into one node
and the process repeats iteratively.
• Girvan-Newman community detection algorithm
[17]: this algorithm progressively removes edges
from the original network based on the idea
of how likely an edge is to be a bridge
between communities, which is called “edge
betweenness”. The algorithm repeats iteratively
this process until there are no more edges: (1) We
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compute all the edge betweenness. (2) We remove
the one with the highest value. Finally, we obtain
a dendrogram where the leaves are the individual
nodes.
• Greedy modularity community detection
algorithm [15]: is a greedy algorithm designed
to reach a solution in few steps. It works by
optimizing the modularity value of each partition
in the graph. Each node starts as the sole member
of its community. Then, we select the edge from
the original graph that has the highest positive
modularity change. We do so iteratively, until
only all the nodes are connected. Then, we
choose the partition with better modularity as the
final result.
We chose these algorithms as they are very popular,
and the concept of modularity is one of the most popular
ones in community detection in social network analysis.
The procedure to use them with affinity functions is the
same for the three algorithms: we compute the affinity
function or the combination of affinity functions on the
original adjacency matrix, and then, we compute the
algorithm on the resulting affinity network.
For the sake of comparison, we have also compared
the results obtained with these algorithms with those
obtained by the Borgia Clustering [21]. The Borgia
Clustering is a community detection algorithm that
generalizes the gravitational clustering algorithm [22]
using affinity functions, among other changes. This
algorithm was explicitly designed to work with affinity
functions, so we think that it is interesting to compare
the results obtained using this algorithm with the rest
of the community detection algorithms using affinity
functions.
3. Experimental results
In this section we have compared the results
performing community detection in three datasets:
• Zachary Karate Club [23]: is a social network of
a university karate club that consists of 34 people
and how they split into two communities.
• Dolphin [24]: a social network of bottlenose
dolphins, where each link represents the
frequency in which they played.
• Polbooks [25]: nodes represent books about
US politics sold by Amazon. Edges represent
frequent co-purchasing of books by the same
buyers, as indicated by the ”customers who
bought this book also bought these other books”
feature on Amazon.
3.1. Performance metrics
Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is a
normalization of the Mutual Information score to scale
the results between 0 (no mutual information) and 1
(perfect correlation). We have used the NMI to evaluate
the results obtained in community detection against
ground truth labels.
3.1.1. Normalized Mutual Information Given the
conditional entropy of two populations:





p (x, y) log p (y|x) (8)
then, the mutual information of two random discrete
variables can be defined as:
I(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ), (9)
which measures the mutual dependence between X and
Y . So, the final expression for the NMI is:
NMI (X,Y ) =
2I (X;Y )
H (X) +H (Y )
(10)
3.1.2. Modularity Modularity is a metric of the
structure of networks that measures the strength of
partition into different communities [26]. Networks
with high modularity have dense connections between
the nodes within communities but scarce connections
between nodes in different ones.




(eii − a2i ) (11)
where c is the number of communities, where eu,v is the
fraction of edge with one end in a community, u, and
another end in community v, and a is the fraction of
edges with one end in the i-th community.
3.2. The effects of different affinity
combinations in the networks
In this subsection we have tested the effects in each
dataset using different affinity functions compared to
the original adjacency matrix. We expect the best
friend affinity not to alter the degree in each node, but
other centrality measures may be affected. And for the
best common friend affinity, we expect it to increase
the degree in each node, which might reduce other
centrality measures, specially the betweenness, because
more edges will be present in the network.
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An example of three different affinity functions
applied to the Zachary karate network is shown in
Figure 1. We can see that adding the best common
friend affinity did increase the number of edges and the
network, and the role that some actors present in the
network varies significantly depending on the affinity
function used. We expect the results in community
detection to change considerably since the centrality
measures of some actors change significantly. Specially
relevant are the changes of actors “34” or “2”. It is
also noteworthy how some actors do not change their
role in their network independently of the affinity used,
like “17” or “8”. In this particular case, we can see
that even though there are clearly two communities
in three affinity networks, the border between them
varies significantly between them since some actors in
between the communities seem to differ their position





























































































c) α = 0.75, β = 0.25
Figure 1. Visual representation of the Zachary
Karate club Network using three different
combinations of affinities, using the parameters
indicated for each one. We can observe that two
communities are clearly present in the three networks,
although the frontier between both is more clearly
present in (b) compared to (a) and (c).
3.3. Community detection experiments
In this subsection we have evaluated the results
obtained using the combinations of affinity functions
with community detection algorithms other than the
Borgia Clustering, and then we have compared them
with those obtained using this algorithm. We use the
Modularity as internal index and the NMI as an external
one to evaluate our results.
In Table 1 we have displayed the results obtained for
each dataset and algorithm using the original adjacency
matrix. We can see that the Greedy Modularity
algorithm obtained the best average results in the
NMI index and the Lovaine algorithm did so for the
Modularity index.
We have studied how these indexes change when
we apply the three algorithms using the affinity matrix
resulting when using the combinations proposed in Eq.
(5) instead of the original adjacency matrix. We have
reported the modularity results in Figure 2 for the
modularity index, and in Figure 3 for the NMI index.
A summary of the best results can be found
in Table 2, alongside the results of the Borgia
Clustering for the same trials. We found that in most
cases the best friend affinity obtains the best results,
specially in the case of the Greedy Modularity and the
Girvan-Newman algorithms. However, in the case of the
Louvain algorithm, non-convex combinations of affinity
functions resulted best for the NMI index. Compared
to the results obtained using the adjacency matrix,
NMI index decreased dramatically for the Dolphin and
Polbooks datasets, but modularity seemed to improve in
most cases, specially for the Louvain algorithm.
All the studied algorithms seemed to obtain good
modularity results, both in the case of the adjacency
and the affinity matrices. In fact, these algorithms
seemed to over perform the Borgia Clustering in terms
of the modularity index, although the Borgia Clustering
presented much higher NMI values than the rest of
the algorithms, probably because the Borgia Clustering
computed correctly the number of real communities for
each dataset.
4. Results and Discussion
In this experimentation we studied the performance
of different community detection algorithms using less
than-convex combinations of affinity functions, in three
different datasets. We found satisfactory results for the
modularity metric in all datasets for all the algorithms
tested, and for the two metrics studied in the Zachary
karate network. Also, we found the best friend affinity
to be the most effective affinity function to perform
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Greedy Modularity Girvan-Newman Louvain
Zachary












0 0 0 0.17 0.27 0.3 0.31
0.11 0.087 0.063 0.036 0.02 0.013 0
0.11 0.1 0.087 0.07 0.056 0 0
0.11 0.11 0.098 0.087 0 0 0
0.11 0.11 0.11 0 0 0 0
0.12 0.11 0 0 0 0 0
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0.2 0.2 0.19 0.18 0.18 0 0
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0.44 0.42 0.43 0.44 0 0 0
0.44 0.44 0.43 0 0 0 0
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0.069 0.054 0.039 0.026 0.024 0.021 0
0.07 0.064 0.057 0.047 0.041 0 0
0.07 0.068 0.064 0.058 0 0 0
0.073 0.072 0.069 0 0 0 0
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0.44 0.44 0.45 0.47 0.48 0 0
0.44 0.44 0.45 0.45 0 0 0
0.44 0.44 0.44 0 0 0 0
0.44 0.44 0 0 0 0 0







Figure 2. Modularity results for the community detection algorithms using affinity networks. Best friend affinity
overperforms the combination with the best friend affinity in all cases. Results are generally better than those
obtained with the adjacency matrix according to this metric.
community detection.
The Louvain algorithm seems to be the most
successful classical algorithm when using affinity
functions, according to the modularity index. The
Girvan-Newman algorithm also obtained a moderate
performance increase. On the contrary, the Greedy
modularity algorithm performed better with the original
adjacency networks compared to the affinity functions
tested. None of the studied algorithms performed better
than the Borgia Clustering in terms of real world labels,
but they did in terms of modularity.
A possible explanation for the disparity between
the modularity and NMI indexes performance could be
due to the social interactions exploited by the affinity
functions, which could be different from the dynamics
registered by the ground truth labels. Besides, the
behaviour of some of these algorithms can be affected
dramatically by the affinity function chosen. For
example, the best common friend affinity leads to an
increase in the number of edges in the network. This will
for sure affect the performance and execution time of the
Girvan-Newman algorithm, that needs to recompute the
edge betweenness in each iteration.
5. Conclusions
In this work we have proposed a new method
to construct affinity functions using non-convex
combinations of affinity functions. We have explained
how these combinations work and how some centrality
measures change based on the mixing factors of the
combination. Besides, we have used the affinity
functions for the first time in classical community
detection algorithms designed to work with the
adjacency matrix. In order to test our proposal,
we have computed a series of experiments using
different combinations of affinity functions, and we have
compared the best results obtained with the classical
algorithms with the Borgia Clustering.
We found that the use of affinity functions can have
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Figure 3. NMI results for the community detection algorithms usgin affinity networks. We found good results for
the Zachary karate network dataset, but underwhelming results for the Dolphin and Polbooks in all cases.
a positive impact on the modularity metric performance,
although evaluation with ground truth labels decreased
in most cases. However, in the case of the Borgia
Clustering we found the opposite results. The ground
truth labels evaluation was in general terms better than
the rest of the algorithms but the modularity values were
lower.
Future research shall study the relationship between
the Borgia Clustering and the rest of the community
detection algorithms. As the Borgia Clustering is
very expensive to compute in large networks, we are
particularly interested in a possible hybrid algorithm
that combines the Louvaine algorithm and the Borgia
Clustering, in order to surpass some of the limitations of
the latter in terms of memory and execution time. Also,
we shall research the interaction of affinity functions
with specific community detection algorithms in order to
develop specific functions to enhance the performance
for each individual algorithm.
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